




















THE TOPOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF RADIAL JULIA SETS
DAVID S. LIPHAM
Abstract. For each a ∈ C let fa be defined by z 7→ ez + a, and let F (fa)
denote the Fatou set of fa. In this paper we prove that the meandering Julia
set Jm(fa) is homeomorphic to the space of irrationals P whenever a ∈ F (fa),
extending recent results by Vasiliki Evdoridou and Lasse Rempe-Gillen. It
follows that the radial Julia set Jr(fa) has topological dimension zero for all
attracting and parabolic parameters, including all a ∈ (−∞,−1). This has
several consequences for the topologies of the escaping and fast escaping sets
and their endpoints.
1. Introduction
The focus of this paper is the exponential class fa(z) = e
z+ a for attracting and
parabolic parameters a ∈ C. It is known that fa has an attracting or parabolic
cycle if and only if a belongs to the Fatou set F (fa); [9, Proposition 2.1]. For these
parameters we will present several new topological results concerning the Julia set
J(fa) = C \ F (fa), the escaping set I(fa) = {z ∈ C : f
n
a (z) → ∞}, and the fast
escaping set A(fa) defined as follows. For each r > 0 let
M(r) =M(r, fa) = max{|fa(z)| : |z| = r}.
Choose R > 0 sufficiently large so that Mn(R) → ∞ and M(r) > r for all r ≥ R.
For example, based on the calculations in [9, Lemma 2.5] we may take R = 3+2|a|.
Then define
A(fa) = {z ∈ C : ∃ℓ ∈ N such that f
ℓ+n(z) ≥Mn(R) for all n ∈ N}.
Informally, A(fa) is the set of points that escape to infinity at the fastest rate
possible. The definition is independent of the choice of R by [15, Theorem 2.2].
We will prove that the meandering Julia set Jm(fa) = J(fa) \ A(fa) is home-
omorphic to the space of irrational numbers P whenever a ∈ F (fa). Moreover,
Jm(fa)∪ {∞} ≃ P. This improves [9, Theorem 1.3], which says that Jm(fa)∪ {∞}
is totally separated. It also implies that the radial Julia sets Jr(fa) ≈ J(fa) \ I(fa)
are topologically zero-dimensional, even though the Hausdorff dimension of Jr(fa)
is greater than one (see [17, Theorem 2.1] and [11, Theorem 2]). We refer to [9,
Section 2] for the definition of Jr(fa), and a proof that it is equal to, or slightly
smaller than, J(fa) \ I(fa) when a ∈ F (fa).
The results mentioned above will be proved in Section 3. They will be applied in
Section 4 to show that I(fa) and A(fa) are rim-compact, and the union of the ray
components of I(fa) is not an Fσ-set. The latter is related to an open question by
Philip Rippon [4, Problem 8]. We will also see that the escaping and fast escaping
endpoint sets are rim-complete, which may distinguish them from Erdős spaces.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Topology. Throughout the paper, P is the set of irrational numbers in the
standard topology, and N = {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. A topological space X is
 totally separated if for every two points x, y ∈ X there is a clopen set
containing x and missing y;
 zero-dimensional if X has a basis of clopen sets;
 rim-compact (rim-complete) if X has a basis of open sets with compact
(completely metrizable) boundaries.
Note that P is zero-dimensional. Every zero-dimensional space is totally separated,
but the converse is false. For example, if a ∈ F (fa) then the endpoint set E(fa)
(defined below) is totally separated but not zero-dimensional [3, Theorem 1.7].
2.2. Geometry of Julia sets. We say that a point z ∈ J(fa) is on a hair if there
exists an arc α : [−1, 1] →֒ I(fa) such that α(0) = z. A point z0 ∈ J(fa) is an
endpoint if z0 is not on a hair and there is an arc α : [0, 1] →֒ J(fa) such that
α(0) = z0 and α(t) ∈ I(fa) for all t > 0. We denote the set of endpoints by E(fa).
Proposition 1 ([9, Proposition 2.4]). If a ∈ F (fa), then every point of J(fa) is on
a hair or an endpoint, and all hairs are contained in A(fa), i.e. Jm(fa) ⊆ E(fa).
We also note that I(fa) ⊆ J(fa) for all a ∈ C by [8, Theorem 1].
For the remainder of this section we will assume a ∈ F (fa). The Julia set J(fa)
is a Cantor bouquet for some of these parameters, including all a ∈ (−∞,−1). This
means J(fa) is ambiently homeomorphic to straight brush B ⊆ R





where each tx ∈ [0,∞] and [∞,∞) = ∅. See [2] and [3, Section 2]. In general,
J(fa) is the quotient of a straight brush via a closed equivalence relation such that
every non-trivial equivalence class is a subset of {〈tx, x〉 : x ∈ P}; see [5, Section
5] and [3, Section 9]. If this relation is not the identity, then J(fa) is a called a
pinched Cantor bouquet. Illustrations in [9, Figure 1] show a Cantor bouquet Julia
set for a = −2, and a pinched Cantor bouquet Julia set for a ≈ 2.06 + 1.57i.
Each interval (tx,∞)×{x} is mapped to a “dynamic ray” in I(fa) by [14, Obser-
vation 3.1]. Hence every escaping point z ∈ I(fa) corresponds to a trivial (singleton)
equivalence class of B by [14, Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 9.1]; see also [16, Propo-
sition 6.9] and [3, Proposition 6.10]. Thus I(fa) is homeomorphic to its pre-image
in B. It follows that each finite 〈tx, x〉 is mapped to an endpoint. In particular,
each connected component of J(fa) contains an endpoint. On the other hand, no
two endpoints belong to the same component of J(fa) by [3, Proposition 6.15 and
Observation 6.2]. We have shown:
Proposition 2. Each connected component C of J(fa) contains exactly one end-
point z0 ∈ E(fa), and C \ {z0} ⊆ A(fa).
Now let C be a connected component of J(fa), and let z0 be the endpoint of C.
By [3, Observation 6.6], the Fatou component of a is part of a unique cycle of Fatou
components. If p is the period of this cycle, then there is an arc α ⊆ F (fa) from a
to fpa (a). Let γ be the component of f
−p
a (α) containing a, and for each n ∈ N let
On be the connected component of z0 in C \
⋃
{f−m(γ) : m ≤ n}. Each On ∩J(fa)
is clopen in J(fa), so
⋂
{On : n ∈ N} ∩ J(fa) is a union of connected components
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of J(fa). Further, [3, Proposition 6.15] shows that
⋂
{On : n ∈ N} ∩E(fa) = {z0}.
By Proposition 2 we therefore have
⋂
n∈N
On ∩ J(fa) =
⋂
n∈N
On ∩ J(fa) = C.
Note also that On+1 ⊆ On and ∂On ⊆
⋃
{f−m(γ) : m ≤ n} ⊆ F (fa). Thus we
have verified:
Proposition 3. For every connected component C of J(fa) there is a sequence of
open sets On ⊆ C such that On+1 ⊆ On, ∂On ⊆ F (fa), and
⋂
n∈N
On ∩ J(fa) = C.
We will also need the following.
Proposition 4. There exists δ > 0 and an arc σ ⊆ F (fa) such that
sup{| Im(z)− Im(z′)| : z, z′ ∈ O} ≤ δ
for every connected component O of C \ f−1(σ).
Proposition 4 is a consequence of [9, Proposition 2.1], as is shown in the proof
of [9, Theorem 3.1].
3. Main results
Here we assume a ∈ F (fa), δ and σ are given according to Proposition 4, and
R > 0 satisfies the definition of A(fa). Let
AR(fa) = {z ∈ C : |f
n
a (z)| ≥M
n(R) for all n ≥ 0}.





Lemma 5. There exists λ > 0 such that for every z0 ∈ C there is an open set
V ⊆ C such that z0 ∈ V , sup{Re(z) : z ∈ V } ≤ |z0|+λ, and ∂V ∩J(fa) ⊆ AR(fa).
Proof. Let c be as in the proof of [9, Theorem 3.1]. Let
λ = max{R, c, ln(1 + 2(|a|+ δ)), ln(5 + |a|)}+ 6.
Now let z0 be given. Let R
′ = |z0|+ λ− 3. Note that
R′ > max{|z0|, R, c, 3, ln(1 + 2(|a|+ δ))}.
Hence the proof of [9, Theorem 3.1] shows there is a connected open set V ⊆ C such
that z0 ∈ V , ∂V ∩ J(fa) ⊆ AR′(fa) ⊆ AR(fa), and sup{Re(z) : z ∈ V } ≤ K, where
K is defined with [9, Corollary 2.7] applied to µ = R′ + 1. From the proof of [9,
Corollary 2.7], we find that K = max{2+ln(5+ |a|), R′+3} = R′+3 = |z0|+λ. 
Lemma 6. Let s ∈ A(fa) and z0 ∈ C \ A(fa). Then for every κ > 0 there exists
n ∈ N such that |fna (s)| > 2|f
n
a (z0)|+ κ and Re(f
n
a (s)) > 0.
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Proof. Let κ > 0. Let ℓ ∈ N be such that f ℓ+na (s) ≥ M
n(R) for all n ∈ N. By [9,
Lemma 2.5] we have M(r)− r ≥ er−1− r > r+κ when r is sufficiently large. Since
Mn(R) → ∞, we may substitute r = Mn(R) to see that there exists m ∈ N such
that Mn+1(R) − 2Mn(R) > κ for all n ≥ m. By increasing m, we may assume
|fna (s)| > |a|+ 1 for all n ≥ m. Since z0 /∈ A(fa), there exists N ∈ N such that
|f ℓ+m+1+Na (z0)| < M
N (R).
Let n = ℓ+m+N + 1. Then
2|fna (z0)| < 2M
N(R) ≤ 2Mm+N(R) < Mm+N+1(R)− κ ≤ |fna (s)| − κ.
Therefore |fna (s)| > 2|f
n
a (z0)|+ κ. Also, |f
n+1
a (s)| > |a|+ 1 implies Re(f
n
a (s)) > 0
since fa maps each point with negative real part into the unit disc around a. 
Theorem 7. If a ∈ F (fa), then Jm(fa) ≃ P.
Proof. We first show Jm(fa) is zero-dimensional. To that end, let z0 ∈ Jm(fa), and
let U be any bounded open subset of C with z0 ∈ U . We will construct a relatively
clopen subset of Jm(fa) which contains z0 and is contained in U . To that end, let C
be the connected component of z0 in J(fa). Let S = C ∩∂U . Note that z0 ∈ E(fa)
by Proposition 1, so S ⊆ A(fa) by Proposition 2.
Let λ > 0 be given by Lemma 5, and for each n ∈ N define
Sn = {s ∈ S : |f
n
a (s)| > 2|f
n
a (z0)|+ λ+ δ and Re(f
n
a (s)) > 0}.
By Lemma 6 and compactness of S, there is a finite F ⊆ N such that S ⊆
⋃
{Sn :
n ∈ F}. For each n ∈ F let Vn ⊆ C be an open set with f
n
a (z0) ∈ Vn, ∂Vn ∩J(fa) ⊆
AR(fa), and sup{Re(z) : z ∈ Vn} ≤ |f
n
a (z0)| + λ. By intersecting Vn with the
connected component of fna (z0) in C \ f
−1(σ), we can obtain
sup{| Im(z)− Im(fna (z0))| : z ∈ Vn} ≤ δ.
Now if z ∈ Vn and Re(z) > 0, then
|z| ≤ Re(z) + | Im(z)| ≤ 2|fna (z0)|+ λ+ δ.
Therefore fna (Sn) ∩ Vn = ∅. So
Sn ∩ f
−n
a (Vn) = ∅.
Let V =
⋂
{f−na (Vn) : n ∈ F}. Then V is open and
S ∩ V = ∅. (3.1)
Further, ∂f−na (Vn) ∩ J(fa) ⊆ f
−n
a [AR(fa)] ⊆ A(fa) implies
∂V ∩ J(fa) ⊆ A(fa). (3.2)
Let {On : n ∈ N} be a collection of open subsets of C such that
∂On ⊆ F (fa), (3.3)
On+1 ⊆ On, and
⋂
n∈N
On ∩ J(fa) = C. (3.4)
Recall that such a collection exists by Proposition 3. By (3.1), (3.4), and compact-
ness of On ∩ V ∩ ∂U ∩ J(fa), there exists n ∈ N such that
On ∩ V ∩ ∂U ∩ J(fa) = ∅. (3.5)
Then On∩V ∩U ∩Jm(fa) is a Jm(fa)-clopen subset of U containing z0. It is closed
in Jm(fa) by (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5).
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The preceding argument shows Jm(fa) is zero-dimensional. Further, Jm(fa) is a
dense co-dense subset of J(fa) by Montel’s theorem, and therefore has no compact
neighborhood. Finally, Jm(fa) is completely metrizable because J(fa) is closed and
A(fa) is an Fσ-set. By the Alexandroff-Urysohn characterization of the irrationals
[18, Theorem 1.9.8], we have Jm(fa) ≃ P. 
Corollary 8. If a ∈ F (fa), then Jm(fa) ∪ {∞} ≃ P.
Proof. Apply Theorem 7, [1, Theorem 3.11], and the Alexandroff-Urysohn charac-
terization [18, Theorem 1.9.8]. 
Corollary 9. If a ∈ F (fa), then Jr(fa) is zero-dimensional.
Proof. Jr(fa) ⊆ Jm(fa). 
By contrast, J(fa) \ I(fa) contains a dense collection of unbounded connected
sets for certain parameters a ∈ J(fa). For some of these parameters we additionally
have Jr(fa) = C \ I(fa). See [9, Proposition 2.4(e) and Corollary 2.2(c)].
We remark that the meandering Julia set of Fatou’s function f(z) = z+1+ e−z
is also homeomorphic to P. To see this, let h be given by [9, Proposition 5.2]. The
proof of [9, Theorem 5.1] shows that Jm(f) is contained in a countable collection of
mutually separated homeomorphic copies of Jm(h) ≃ Jm(f−2). Now apply Theorem
7 with a = −2 to see that Jm(f) ≃ P. This improves [9, Theorem 5.1], as it implies
Jm(f) ∪ {∞} is zero-dimensional. Here it is also known that C \ I(fa) ⊆ J(f),
hence the entire non-escaping set for f is zero-dimensional.
4. Consequences for escaping sets
Here we use Section 3 results to infer some topological properties of I(fa), A(fa),
and their endpoint sets
E˙(fa) := I(fa) ∩ E(fa); and
E¨(fa) := A(fa) ∩ E(fa).
We assume a ∈ F (fa).
4.1. Rim-type. In [13, Section 1] we indicated that bounded neighborhoods in
E˙(fa) and E¨(fa) do not have σ-compact boundaries. By contrast, we see that the
full escaping sets are rim-compact.
Corollary 10. I(fa) and A(fa) are rim-compact. Moreover, J(fa) has a basis of
open sets whose boundaries are contained in A(fa).
Proof. J(fa)∪{∞} is a compactification of I(fa) with zero-dimensional remainder
by Corollary 8. Thus I(fa) is rim-compact by [1, Theorem 5.3]. The same argument
applies to A(fa). 
Corollary 11. E˙(fa) and E¨(fa) are rim-complete.
Proof. This follows from [1, Theorem 7.11] and the fact that E(fa) is a completion of
E˙(fa) with zero-dimensional remainder (Theorem 7). Alternatively, if B is a basis
for I(fa) consisting of relatively open sets with compact boundaries (Corollary 10),
then {B∩E(fa) : B ∈ B} shows that E˙(fa) is rim-complete. Indeed, E˙(fa) is dense
in I(fa), so the E˙(fa)-boundary of B ∩E(fa) is equal to intersection of E(fa) with
the the I(fa)-boundary of B. Likewise, E¨(fa) is rim-complete. 
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4.2. Borel class. It is well-known that I(fa) is an Fσδ-space. Philip Rippon asked
if there is any transcendental entire function f such that I(f) is an Fσ-set [4,
Problem 8]. Here we consider a special case of that problem.
Question 1. Is I(fa) an Fσ-set?
We are prepared to show that certain Fσ representations are not possible. Al-
though I(fa) \ E(fa) = J(fa) \E(fa) is an Fσ-set, [I(fa) \ E(fa)] ∪ E˙(fa) is not a
decomposition of I(fa) into two Fσ-sets (recall that E˙(fa) is not rim-σ-compact).
We also have the following.
A ray is an injective image of [0,∞). Recall that when a ∈ (−∞,−1), J(fa) is
a union of mutually separated rays.
Corollary 12. Suppose a ∈ (−∞,−1). Then neither I(fa) nor A(fa) can be
written as an Fσ-set of the form [J(fa) \E(fa)] ∪
⋃
{Fn : n < ω} where each Fn is
a closed union of maximal rays in J(fa).
Proof. For a contradiction suppose I(fa) = [J(fa) \E(fa)] ∪
⋃
{Fn : n < ω} where
each Fn is a closed union of maximal rays in J(fa). Then E(fa) \ I(fa) ≃ E(fa)
by [2, Theorem 1.4] and [12, Theorem 6]. But we know these spaces are not
homeomorphic; E(fa)\I(fa) = Jr(fa) is zero-dimensional (Corollary 9), and E(fa)
is not (e.g. E(fa) ∪ {∞} is connected). The same argument shows that A(fa) has
no such representation. 
By [14, Theorem 9.1], I(fa) is a union of mutually separated rays and curves
(injective images of (0,∞)) whenever a ∈ F (fa).
Corollary 13. Suppose a ∈ F (fa). Then the union of the ray components of I(fa)
is not an Fσ-set.
Proof. By [14, Theorem 1.2] there is a (surjective) homeomorphism Φ : I(fa) →
I(f−2). Clearly Φ preserves ray components. Hence, by Corollary 12 the union of
ray components of I(fa) is not σ-compact, and is therefore not an Fσ-set. 
4.3. Topological types of endpoint sets. Let ℓ2 denote the Hilbert space of
square summable sequences of real numbers. The characterization in [12] shows that
E(fa) is homeomorphic to complete Erdős space Ec := {x ∈ ℓ
2 : xn ∈ P for all n <
ω} for all a ∈ (−∞,−1). This likely can be extended to all a ∈ F (fa).
The escaping endpoint set E˙(fa) shares many of its topological properties with
Erdős space E := {x ∈ ℓ2 : xn ∈ Q for all n < ω}. For example, E˙(fa) and E are
both almost zero-dimensional first category Fσδ-spaces (see [13]), and E˙(fa)∪{∞}
and E ∪ {∞} are connected (see [3] and [7]). Also, each point in either space is
contained in a closed copy of Ec. For E˙(fa) this is a consequence of the proof of [3,
Theorem 3.6] and the characterization in [12]. It is unknown whether E˙(fa) and
E are in fact topologically equivalent; see [13, Question 1]. Based on Corollary 11
and the fact that E is not a Gδσ-space, we note the following.
Proposition 14. If E˙(fa) ≃ E, then I(fa) is not Fσ and E is rim-complete.
Similarly, in [13, Question 2] we asked whether E¨(fa) is homeomorphic to Q×Ec.
Proposition 15. If E¨(fa) ≃ Q× Ec, then Q× Ec is rim-complete.
Question 2. Are E and Q× Ec rim-complete?
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If E is rim-complete then so is Q×Ec because E ≃ (Q×Ec)
ω [6, Corollary 9.5].
It is known that Q×K cannot be rim-complete if K is a compact space of positive
dimension.
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